XGC4 56W XGC Power Adapter

Charge fast.
XGC Power Adapter rapidly charges NOCO Genius Boost jump starters faster than before.

XGC4 is a rapid fast charger with a 4A AC wall outlet to 12V XGC input, compatible with the GB70, GB150, and GB500. It provides higher current carrying ability of 56W compared to traditional connector systems, and delivers safe and reliable power with minimal voltage loss. It has molded strain reliefs to relieve unwanted tension in both the 60-inch 12V XGC cable and 60-inch interchangeable AC cord.

5X Faster
Compatible with Boost UltraSafe Lithium Jump Starter models: GB70, GB150, and GB500.

Charges up to five times faster than using a traditional 2-amp USB wall or car chargers.

16 AWG
Made from durable, high-performance 16AWG insulated wire that maintains its flexibility in cold weather environments.

Includes plugs for Australia, Europe, North America, and the United Kingdom.
**Technical Specifications**

**Input:** Universal Input 100-240VAC 50-60Hz

**Output:** XGC-in

**AC Cord Length:** 60 Inches

**DC Cord Length:** 60 Inches

**Output Voltage:** 14V 4A

**Compatible Models:**

- Boost Jump Starters
  - GB70
  - GB500
  - GB150

**Retail Packaging:**
- Dimensions: 8.2" x 4.5" x 2.6"
- Weight: 0.96 lbs
- UPC: 0-46221-17030-6

**Inner Carton:**
- Dimensions: 8.7" x 4.7" x 3.3"
- Weight: 1.78 lbs

**Master Carton:**
- Dimensions: 17.9" x 14.3" x 9.9"
- Weight: 29.10 lbs
- Quantity: 16
- UCC: 10046221170303

**Units Per Pallet:** 576 units
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